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1. What is HPC?

§  HPC	is	USC’s	Center	for	High-Performance	Compu8ng.	
•  HPC	advances	USC’s	mission	by	providing	the	infrastructure	and	

support	necessary	for	research	compu9ng.	
•  It	exists	to	help	advance	scien8fic	discovery	at	USC.	

§  HPC	is	a	world-class	super-compu8ng	center!	
•  As	part	of	“standing	up”	an	upgraded	system,	HPC	runs	and	publishes	

standard	performance	benchmarks.	
•  It	is	currently	ranked	the	12th	fastest	academic	supercomputer	in	U.S.	

by	TOP500.org,	the	interna8onal	supercomputer	ranking	site.	
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HPC User Base

§  HPC	is	a	USC-wide	resource.	
•  HPC	resources	are	available	

at	no	charge	to	USC	faculty,	
researchers	and	students.	

•  Most	users	are	from	
Dornsife,	Viterbi	and	Keck.	

•  Others	are	from	business,	
psychology,	cinema,	
pharmacy	and	elsewhere.	

•  There	are	11	class	accounts.		
§  HPC	is	housed	within	the	ITS	data	center	and	is	

monitored	around-the-clock	by	ITS	staff.	



HPC Facilitation

§  Request	assistance	
•  Email	hpc@usc.edu	(email	again!)	
•  Drop-in	to	Office	Hours	

-  Every	Tuesday@2:30pm	(UPC	LVL	3M)	
-  AOer	workshops,	when	scheduled,		
	 	Wednesdays@4:00pm	(HSC	NML	203)	

•  Request	a	lab/individual	consulta8on	
§  Learn	more!	

•  Visit	hTps://hpcc.usc.edu	
•  ATend	a	Workshop	(when	scheduled)	

-  UPC	Fridays,	2:30-4:30pm,	VPD	106	
-  HPC	Wednesdays	1:30-3:30pm,	MCA	249	



2. HPC Accounts

§  HPC	accounts	are	project-based;	faculty,	staff,	researchers	and	
graduate	students	can	apply	for	up	to	two	HPC	project	accounts	
•  HPC	refers	to	the	applicant	as	the	PI	of	the	project	
•  The	PI	can	add	members	to	their	project	group	(or	be	the	sole	member)	

-  e.g.,	a	professor	adds	students	to	a	class	project	
-  e.g.,	an	inves=gator	adds	graduate	students	to	a	research	project	

•  Members	can	belong	to	mul8ple	projects,	including	their	own	

§  Projects	are	allocated	a	core	hours	and	disk	space	quota	
•  PI	can	ask	HPC	to	increase	hours	and	space	through	the	web	site	
•  Use	$mybalance/$myquota	to	monitor	compute	hours/disk	space	



2. HPC Special Accounts

§  Class	accounts	
•  Instructors	can	create	class	accounts	for	their	students,	for	teaching	

and	class	assignments.	
-  We	had	eleven	courses	across	the	academic	year	

§  Secure	data	accounts	
•  As	of	January,	2017,	HPC	can	now	be	used	with	sensi8ve	and	

restricted-access	data.		
•  Previously,	you	could	not	store	or	process	data	or	documents	on	HPC	

if	they	belonged	to	a	category	of	legally	protected	or	high-risk	
informa8on.	

NEW!	



3. HPC Computing Cluster

§  A	computer	cluster		
…	consists	of	connected	computers	
(nodes)	that	work	together	
…	nodes	are	connected	to	each	other	
through	fast	local	area	networks		
…	with	each	node	running	its	own	
instance	of	an	opera8ng	system	
...	usually	includes	sohware	for	high-
performance	distributed	compu8ng	



3. HPC Computing Cluster
A	simple,	home-built	cluster	 One	rack	in	HPC	cluster	

Network	cables	 Mul8ple	racks	in	HPC	cluster	

Rows	of	racks	in	HPC	cluster!	



3. HPC Computing Cluster
Network		
Firewall		

Compute	Nodes	(HPC	Cluster)	
>2,700	nodes,	>32K	cores	(CentOS)	

Myrinet	(10Gbit/sec)	
Infiniband	(56Gbit/sec)	

Fast		
Networks	

2.4	PB			
(total)	

328	TB			
(/staging)	

Data	Storage	

$	ssh	NetID@hpc-login3.usc.edu		

Head*		
Nodes	

	
	

hpc-login2		

hpc-login3		
	
	

	
	

hpc-transfer		
Data	Transfer	Node*	

*Only	head	nodes	can	access	the	Internet.	*Head	nodes	and	DTN	are	shared	by	all	users	



4. Working on HPC from a Laptop or Desktop

§  A	secure	network	is	required	
•  Use	USC	Secure	Wireless	or	USC	Ethernet	to	connect	from	USC	
•  Use	a	Virtual	Private	Network	(VPN)	client	to	connect	from	outside	USC	

§  A	secure	shell	(ssh)	is	required		(a	shell	is	Linux’s	command	line	interface)	
•  On	Macs,	use	Terminal,	a	na8ve	applica8on	

-  Addi=onally,	install	XQuartz	(www.xquartz.com)	for	GUI	viewing	

•  On	Windows,	install	X-Win32	from	sohware.usc.edu	
-  Or	install	another	personal	favorite,	e.g.	PuTTY,	Secure	Shell,	etc.	

§  To	connect	
•  On	a	Mac	Terminal,	type	“ssh	–X	<YourUSCNetId>@hpc-login2.usc.edu”	
•  On	Windows,	configure	the	ssh	connec8on	for	hpc-login2.usc.edu	



4. Working on HPC from a Laptop or Desktop

§  A	secure	file	transfer	protocol	(shp)	is	required	for	transferring	
data	files	
•  Use	the	Linux	commands	scp	and	rsync	for	command	line	transfers	
•  Use	one	of	the	many	shp	client	applica8ons	available,	e.g.,	

-  	Filezilla	is	available	for	both	Mac	and	Windows	
-  Choose	your	favorite	(e.g.,	Secure	Shell	supports	both	login	and	file	transfer)	
-  See	heps://itservices.usc.edu/sOp/	for	op=ons	

§  To	connect	
•  Configure	the	shp	connec8on	for	hpc-transfer.usc.edu	

-  hpc-transfer	is	a	dedicated	DTN	(data	transfer	node)		

	



5. HPC File System

§  File	systems	control	how	data	is	stored	and	used	on	a	disk	
§  Data	is	presented	to	the	HPC	cluster	from	path	“/home”

“root”,	denoted	by	a	forward	slash	(“/”),	is	the	top	level	of	the	Linux				
Opera8ng	System’s	file	system’s	directory	hierarchy

-  Type	commands	”cd /” then	“ls” to	view	directories	under	root		

├	auto	
├bin										
├home						ç	HPC	user	home	and	project	directories	
├	lib	
├	lib64		
├	mnt	
├	sbin	
├	staging			ç	HPC	data	staging	directories	
├	tmp	
├	usr										ç	HPC	maintained	sohware	is	in	/usr/usc	
	:	

/	(root)	



5. HPC File System

§  The	loca8ons	of	your	project,	applica8ons,	codes,	libraries,	data,	
etc.	are	all	specified	by	unique	paths	

To	find	your	current	path,	type	pwd	(print	your	working	directory):	
$pwd	
/home/rcf-proj/T/trojan		
	rcf-proj	indicates	that	this	is	a	project	directory,	
where	“e”	is	the	project	and	“trojan”	is	the	user	

$pwd	
/home/rcf-40/trojan		
	rcf-xx	indicates	that	this	is	a	user’s	home	directory	
where	“trojan	is	the	user	



5. HPC File System

§  Paths	are	either	absolute	or	rela8ve
Absolute	paths	contain	root,	or	a	symbol	that	expands	to	a	full	path	
Examples:	

/home/rcf-proj/hpc/hpcuser				‘/’ starts	at	top	(root)	level	
./mycatphotos/cat.jpg														‘.’ resolves	to	the	path	of	your	current	directory	
~/.bashrc																																					‘~’ resolves	to	the	path	of	your	home	directory		
	

All	other	paths	are	interpreted	rela8ve	to	your	current	directory	
Examples:	

$	cd	mycatphotos																							change	directory	to	‘mycatphotos’	(in	current	dir)	
$	cat	mycatphotos/cat.dat							display	contents	of	file	cat.dat	in	‘mycatphotos’	



/home/rcf-xx/	

csul/	 shaw/	 chris/	

5. File System: Home Directory

§  User	login	to	their	home	directory		
/home/rcf-40/<user_name>	
-  value	of	environment	variable	$HOME	

•  Private	directory,	only	user	can	modify	files	
•  Backed	up	daily	

§  User	quotas	
•  1	GB	of	disk	quota	and	100,000	files	of	file	quota	

-  applica=ons	may	install	hidden	files	here	

§  Used	for		
•  Logging	in,	setng	up	environment	and	storing	personal	files	

-  not	for	installa=on,	computa=on	or	large	storage	



/home/rcf-proj/	

proj	1/	

jimi/	

proj	2/	

csul/	 shaw/	 chris/	

5. Project Directory

§  Every	project	has	its	own	directory	
/home/rcf-proj/<project_name>	
•  PI	is	owner,	every	member	has	a	subdirectory	
•  Project	quota	(max	2TB)	is	shared	among	all	members	
•  Backed	up	daily		

§  Used	for		
•  Installing	sohware,	running	jobs	and	storing	data		

-  only	PI	can	create	shared	subdirectories	and	install	soOware	at	top	level		

§  Permissions	
•  By	default	member	subdirectories	have	group	read	access	

-  members	can	make	private	-	never	set	permission	so	others	can	write	



5. Staging Directory

§  Every	project	has	a	staging	directory	
/staging/<project_name>	

-  same	structure	as	project	directory	
-  for	staging	data	for	jobs	(copy	data/results	to/from)	

•  Lots	of	space	(~328	TB)	
-  	no	quotas!		
-  /staging	is	cleared	during	semi-annual	down	=mes	

•  Data	is	not	backed	up	
-  store	copy	of	data	somewhere	else	

§  Staging	is	a	parallel	file	system		
•  It	has	faster	r/w	access	rates	than	the	project	file	system	
	

/staging/	

proj	1/	

jimi/	

proj	2/	

csul/	 shaw/	 chris/	



5. Temporary storage on compute node

§  Every	job	has	access	to	local	storage	(~60GB	–	1.8TB)	
$TMPDIR	
-  equal	to	/tmp/{your_job_id}	

/scratch	
-  combines	$TMPDIR	from	first	20	nodes	
-  /scratch	is	available	to	all	nodes	of	job	

•  Fastest	r/w	rates		
•  Only	accessible	when	on	compute	node		

§  Data	is	not	backed	up!	
•  Compute	node	directories	are	cleaned	at	the	end	of	every	job	

-  copy	data	back	to	your	project	or	staging	directories	

/	(root)	

$TMPDIR/	

{your_data}	

/	(root)	

scratch/	

{your_data}	

		One	or	more	nodes											One	node	only	



6. HPC Computing Resources

§  HPC	has	two	compu8ng	clusters	
~1700	nodes	on	original	Myrinet	(10Gbps)	interconnect	cluster	
~1300	nodes	on	newer	Infiniband	(5.6.6Gbps)	interconnected	cluster	

264	Hewlee-Packard	SL250,	dual	Xeon	8-core	2.6GHz,	dual	NVIDIA	K20	GPUs	
containing	2,496	cores,	each	with	64GB	memory	
448	Hewlee-Packard	SL230,	dual	Xeon	8-core	2.6GHz	CPUs,	with	64GB	memory	
288	Lenovo	nx360m5	dual	Xeon	8-core	2.6GHz	CPUs	with	64GB	memory	
19	Lenovo	nx360m5	2.6GHz	dual	NVIDIA	K40	GPUs	containing	2,880	cores,		
each	with	64GB	memory	
5	Lenovo	nx360m5	2.6GHz	dual	NVIDIA	K80	GPUs	containing	2	x	2,496	cores,	
each	with	64GB	memory	(condo’d	by	research	group,	not	public)	

§  Run	jobs	on	compute	nodes!	



	

6. HPC Computing Cluster (June 2016)
	
	

Index Vendor Model CPU  
Number Type Core Speed Memory GPU  

Number & Type 

1 Dell R910 Quad Intel Xeon Decacore 2.0GHz 1TB  

2 HP SL160 Dual Intel Xeon Hexcore 3.0GHz 24GB  

3 HP DL165 Dual Intel Xeon, Dodecacore 2.3GHz 48GB  

4 Oracle X2200 Dual AMD Opteron Dualcore 2.3GHz 16GB  

5 Dell PE1950 Dual Intel Xeon Quadcore 2.5GHz 12GB  

6 Oracle X2200 Dual AMD Opteron Quadcore 2.3GHz 16GB  

7 IBM DX360 Dual Intel Xeon Hexcore 2.6GHz 24GB  

8 HP SL250S Dual Intel SB Xeon Octocore 2.6GHz 64GB Dual NVIDIA K20 

9 HP SL230S Dual Intel SB Xeon Octocore 2.6GHz 64GB  

10 Lenovo NX360 M5 Dual Intel Xeon Octocore GHz 64GB  

11 Lenovo NX360 M5 Dual Intel Xeon Octocore 2.6 GHz 64GB Dual NVIDIA K40 

	



queue nodes ppn gpus avx /tmp core cpu model net-
work node names node 

type 

large- 
mem 4 40 - - 1.8T decacore xeon r910 myri 

hpc-1t-1  
hpc-1t-2  
hpc-1t-3  
hpc-1t-4 

1 

large 
main 
quick 

8 12 - - 140 
GB hexcore xeon sl160 myri hpc0965-0972 2 

large 
main 
quick 

67 24 - - 895 
GB 

dodeca-
core xeon dl165 myri 

hpc0981-1021  
hpc1044-1050  
hpc1123-1128  
hpc1196-1200 
hpc1223-1230 

3 

large 
main 
quick 

26 8 - - 60 
GB dualcore opteron x2200 myri 

hpc1723-1728  
hpc1734-1739  
hpc1741-1742 
hpc1744-1754  

hpc1756 

4 

large 
main 
quick 

54 8 - - 60 
GB quadcore xeon pe1950 myri hpc2283-2318  

hpc2320-2337 5 

large 
main 
quick 

138 8 - - 60 
GB quadcore opteron x2200 myri 

hpc2349-2370  
hpc2470  

hpc2472-2481  
hpc2483  

hpc2486-2505  
hpc2510-2544  
hpc2546-2559  
hpc2561-2580  
hpc2582-2597  

hpc2600 

6 

large 
main 
quick 

4 12 - - 200 
GB hexcore xeon dx360 myri hpc2758-2761 7 

large 
main 
quick 

237 16 2 avx 850 
GB octocore xeon sl250s IB hpc3025-3027  

hpc3031-3264 8 

large 
main 
quick 

45 16 - avx 5500 
GB octocore xeon sl230s IB 

hpc3648-3688  
hpc3695  

hpc3766-3768 
9 

large 
main 
quick 

217 16 - avx 
avx2 

5500 
GB octocore xeon nx360m5 IB 

hpc3769-3792 
hpc3888-4056  
hpc4081-4104 

10 

large 
main 
quick 

19 16 2 avx 
avx2 

5500 
GB octocore xeon nx360m5 IB hpc3817-3834  

hpc3852 11 

	

queue nodes ppn gpus avx /tmp core cpu model net-
work node names node 

type 

large- 
mem 4 40 - - 1.8T decacore xeon r910 myri 

hpc-1t-1  
hpc-1t-2  
hpc-1t-3  
hpc-1t-4 

1 

large 
main 
quick 

8 12 - - 140 
GB hexcore xeon sl160 myri hpc0965-0972 2 

large 
main 
quick 

67 24 - - 895 
GB 

dodeca-
core xeon dl165 myri 

hpc0981-1021  
hpc1044-1050  
hpc1123-1128  
hpc1196-1200 
hpc1223-1230 

3 

large 
main 
quick 

26 8 - - 60 
GB dualcore opteron x2200 myri 

hpc1723-1728  
hpc1734-1739  
hpc1741-1742 
hpc1744-1754  

hpc1756 

4 

large 
main 
quick 

54 8 - - 60 
GB quadcore xeon pe1950 myri hpc2283-2318  

hpc2320-2337 5 

large 
main 
quick 

138 8 - - 60 
GB quadcore opteron x2200 myri 

hpc2349-2370  
hpc2470  

hpc2472-2481  
hpc2483  

hpc2486-2505  
hpc2510-2544  
hpc2546-2559  
hpc2561-2580  
hpc2582-2597  

hpc2600 

6 

large 
main 
quick 

4 12 - - 200 
GB hexcore xeon dx360 myri hpc2758-2761 7 

large 
main 
quick 

237 16 2 avx 850 
GB octocore xeon sl250s IB hpc3025-3027  

hpc3031-3264 8 

large 
main 
quick 

45 16 - avx 5500 
GB octocore xeon sl230s IB 

hpc3648-3688  
hpc3695  

hpc3766-3768 
9 

large 
main 
quick 

217 16 - avx 
avx2 

5500 
GB octocore xeon nx360m5 IB 

hpc3769-3792 
hpc3888-4056  
hpc4081-4104 

10 

large 
main 
quick 

19 16 2 avx 
avx2 

5500 
GB octocore xeon nx360m5 IB hpc3817-3834  

hpc3852 11 

	



Let’s	do	our	CGA	
homework…	

Compute		
Nodes	

$	ssh	NetID@hpc-login3.usc.edu		

Let’s	test	this	on	the	
cluster…	

$	qsub	–I	-l	nodes=2:ppn=8	

Head		
Nodes	

	
	

hpc-login2		

hpc-login3		
	
	

(interac9ve	job)	$	myprogram	

w
ai
t	i
n	
qu

eu
e	

*HPC	uses	the	TORQUE/PBS	resource	manager	and	the	Moab	cluster	scheduler.	Jobs	are	
		scheduled	based	on	order	submiTed,	number	&	types	of	nodes	requested	and	8me	required.			
	

7. Running jobs on the Cluster
Let’s	submit	this	to	

the	cluster…	

(non-interac9ve	batch	job,		
results	will	be	printed	to	file)		

Job	
Scheduler*	

$	qsub	myjob.pbs	

(batch	job)	$	myprogram	



7. Submitting a Job – Batch Mode

§  Use	a	PBS	script	to	submit	a	
job	to	the	HPC	cluster	

1.  Add	PBS	compu8ng	
resource	requests	

2.  Add	shell	commands	
3.  Submit	your	job	to	the	

queue:	
				$	qsub	myjob.pbs	

	

§  Example:	myjob.pbs	

#!/bin/bash	
#PBS	-l	nodes=2:ppn=16	
#PBS	-l	wall8me=02:00:00	
	

#	change	directory	
cd	/path/to/myproject	
	

#set	path/environment	variables	
source	/usr/usc/sas/default/setup.sh	
	

#run	program	
sas	my.sas	



7. Submitting a Job – Interactive mode

§  PBS	has	a	special	job	submission	mode	that	allows	you	to	access	
allocated	compu8ng	resources	interac8vely,	for	tes8ng	only	
Example:	Request	1	node	with	8	processors	per	node	for	one	hour	

$ qsub -I -l nodes=1:ppn=8 -l walltime=01:00:00	

§  When	an	interac8ve	job	is	accepted,	a	new	login	shell	will	start	
on	the	first	compute	node	
•  You	can	run	programs	as	many	8mes	as	you	want	un8l	the	requested	8me	

expires	(usually	up	to	two	hours)	

•  Extremely	useful	for	compiling/debugging/tes8ng	your	code	and	preparing	
your	PBS	scripts	



7. Submitting a Job - PBS commands

§  Job	control	commands	
qsub 	submit	a	job		
qdel 	delete	a	job	

§  Job	monitoring	commands	
qstat	–u				<user_id>	show	my	queue	status	
showstart	<job_id> 	show	queuing	schedule	
checkjob			<job_id> 	show	job	sta8s8cs	

§  See	Adap8ve	Compu8ng’s	Torque(PBS)	documenta8on	
	

	



7. Submitting a Job – Queues

§  There	are	four	queues	available	to	the	public	

	
§  Each	queue	has	different	constraints	

•  Number	queued	jobs,	nodes,	“wall8me”,	simultaneous	jobs	
•  The	largemem	queue	is	only	for	highly	parallel	jobs	

§  By	default,	a	queue	will	be	selected	for	you	based	on	wall	8me	
•  Some	research	labs	have	their	own	nodes	and	queues	(-q)	

Queue	Name	
Maximum		

Jobs	Queued	
Maximum		
Node	Count	

Maximum		
Wall	Time	

Maximum	
	Jobs	per	User	

main	 1000	 99	 24	hours	 10	
quick	 100	 4	 1	hour	 10	
large	 100	 256	 24	hours	 1	

largemem	 100	 1	 336	hours	 1	



8. Installed Software

§  HPC	maintains	sohware	in	/usr/usc/	
•  Includes	compilers,	sta8s8cal,	mathema8cal,	and	simula8on	programs;	

numerical	libraries,	licensed	applica8ons	and	more…		
	
	
	
	

	
§  You	can	also	install	sohware	in	your	project	directory	

•  HPC	can	help	with	this	

$	ls	/usr/usc	
acml/ 								}w/						 					imp/ 												mpich2/								qespresso/	
amber/ 								gaussian/						intel/ 												mpich-mx/				qiime/	
aspera/									gflags/ 					iperf/ 												mvapich2/					R/	
bbcp/ 								git/ 													java@ 													NAMD/										root/	
bin/																globus/ 					jdk/ 												ncview/										sas/	
(many	more)	



8. Installed Software

§  To	use	sohware	in	/usr/usc	
•  Select	a	version	

-  use	“default”	for	the	most	recent	version	

•  In	each	version	directory	are	two	setup	scripts:	
-  setup.sh	(for	use	with	the	bash	shell,	which	is	the	default)	
-  setup.csh	(for	use	with	the	“t”	or	“c”	shells)	

•  Type	the	following	to	set	up	the	environment	for	the	sohware	
-  $	source	setup.sh	

$	ls	/usr/usc/python	
2.6.5/ 	2.7.6/ 	2.7.8/ 	3.3.3/ 	3.4.3/ 	3.4.5/ 	3.5.1/ 	3.5.2/ 	default@	
	

$	ls	/usr/usc/python/default/	
bin/		include/ 	lib/		man/		setup.csh		setup.sh		share/	



9. HPC Policies

§  Required	reading	
•  hTps://hpcc.usc.edu/support/accounts/hpcc-policies/	

§  Resource	limits	
•  On	head	nodes,	jobs	(24	hours),	alloca8ons	(core	hours,	disk	space),		

§  Scheduled	down8mes	
•  Twice	a	year,	for	upgrades	and	maintenance	

§  Protected	data	allowed	within	HPC	Secure	Data	Accounts	(only)	
•  HPC	is	now	HIPAA-compliant		

§  Play	well	with	others,	prac8ce	safe	compu8ng	
•  i.e.,	share	public	nodes,	not	private	data!	



9. USC Policies

§  Recommended	reading	
•  It	is	your	responsibility	to	abide	by	these	

§  Informa8on	Security 	 	 		
•  hTp://policy.usc.edu/info-security/		

§  	Network	Infrastructure	Use 		
•  hTp://policy.usc.edu/network-infrastructure/		

§  Privacy	of	Personal	Informa8on	
•  hTp://policy.usc.edu/info-privacy/		

§  	Digital	Millennium	Copyright	Act	Compliance		
•  hTp://cio.usc.edu/copyright/policy/	



10. Linux Commands & Concepts
Environment	
bash	shell,	.bashrc	
environment	variables	($PATH)	
	

Keyboard	naviga9on	
<up>/<down>			:	show	prev/next	cmd	
	<ctl-a>/<ctl-e>	:	mv	to	beg/end	of	line	
<alt-f>/<alt-b>		:	mv	forwd/back	a	word	
<tab>,	<tab-tab>:	autocomplete	
	

Special	characters	
“*”:	wild	card	
“/”,		“~” :	root	dir,	home	dir	
“.”,		“..”			:	current	dir,	parent	dir
“>”,	“<“						:	redirect	output/input	
“|”	:	pipe	output	to	input	of	next	cmd

Naviga9on	
$	pwd	
$	cd	
$	ls	(-alh)	
$	cp/mv	
$	touch/	rm	(-i)	
$	mkdir/rmdir	
$	history	
	

Reading/Edi9ng	files	
$	cat,	$	less	
$	nano	($vi,	$emacs)	
	

Permissions	
$	chmod	
$	chgrp	
	
			

Informa9on	
$	mybalance	-h	
$	myquota	
$	top	
$	du	–h	
$	man	
$	echo	[$PATH]	
$	wc	
$	sort	
	

Tools	
$	alias	
$	wget	
$	for	(loop)	

	



10. Linux Commands & Concepts (applied)

$  mybalance	-h	
$  myquota	
$  top		
$  pwd		
$  ls,	ls	-l,	ls	-F	--color	
$  man	ls	
$  echo	hello	
$  é é é ê ê ê 	
$  echo	$PATH		
$  cd	..,	pwd,	ls	
	

$  cd	/home/rcf-proj/<myproj>/<mydir>	
$  mkdir	test,	ls,	rmdir	test,	ls	
$  mkdir	workshop,	ls	
$  cd	workshop,	pwd	
$  touch	a.a,	ls	
$  cp	a.a	b.b,	ls	
$  mv	b.b	c.c,	ls	
$  rm	c.c,	ls	
$  alias	rm=‘rm	-i’	
$  rm	a.a,	ls	



10. Linux Commands & Concepts (applied)

$  alias	cdp=‘cd	/path/to/proj’	
$  cd	~,	pwd	
$  cdp,	pwd	
$  cd	~,	ls	–alh	.bash*	
$  cat	.bashrc	
$  cp	.bashrc	.bashrc_ori	
$  nano	~/.bashrc	

alias	rm=‘rm-i’		
alias	cdp=‘cd	/path/to/proj’	
alias	ll='ls	-hlt'	
	

	

$  cdp	
$  ll	workshop	
$  chmod	g+w	workshop,	ls	-l		
$  chmod	g-rw	workshop,	ls	–l	
$  cd	workshop	
$  wget	hTp://hpcc.usc.edu,	ls	
$  wc	-l	index.html	
$  cat	index.html	|	grep	@	
$  cat	index.html	|	grep	jpg	



$  ls	/usr/usc/mat	
	<tab>	to	autocomplete	(fails)	
	<tab><tab>	to	show	candidates	

$  ls	/usr/usc/matl	
	<tab>	to	autocomplete	(succeeds)	
	<tab><tab>	to	show	candidates	

$  ls	/usr/usc/matlab/2	
											:		
	

$  ls	*	
$  for	i	in	*;	do	echo	$i;	done	

10. Linux Commands & Concepts (applied)

$  history	
$  history	>>	history.out	
$  less	history.out		
$  less	history.out	|	grep	wget	
$  ls	-t	/usr/usc/	>	ls.out	
$  less	ls.out	
$  less	ls.out	|	sort	
$  less	ls.out	|	sort	-f	|	head	–n	5	
$  du	–h	*	|	sort	–n	
$  du	–h	--summarize	



10. Linux References

§  HPC	workshop	
•  Introduc8on	to	Linux,	PBS	&	the	HPC	Cluster	

§  Lynda	video		(access	via	USC) 		
•  hTps://www.lynda.com/Linux-tutorials/Learn-Linux-Command-Line-

Basics/435539-2.html	

§  Sohware	Carpentry	tutorial	
•  hTp://swcarpentry.github.io/shell-novice/	

§  O’Reilly	Books	directory	
•  hTp://www.linuxdevcenter.com/cmd/	

§  Many	many	web	sites…	use	search	



Appendix I – DDDT!*

§  Don’t	share	your	password	
•  Goes	without	saying!	

§  Don’t	set	permissions	so	others	can	write	to	your	directory	
•  Makes	it	easy	for	others	to	overwrite	and	delete	your	files	
•  Create	a	group-shared	directory	for	your	group,	instead	

§  Don’t	run	compute	intensive	jobs	on	head	nodes	
•  Use	a	compute	node.	Everyone	is	watching	($top).	

§  Don’t	read/write/copy	zillions	of	8ny	files	
•  Use	a	database	(lmdb,	mysql)	or	a	large	file	to	combine	data.	

	
*Don’t	Do	Dumb	Things!	


